Unlocking the potential: UTAUT2 framework for embracing self-driving tractors in modern agriculture
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1. Introduction

This chapter gives a brief overview of the current state of agriculture and the role of technology. Followed by an introduction to self-driving tractors and their potential impact on efficiency, productivity, and sustainability. Finally, it is lit the significance of addressing the human factor in the adoption of new agricultural technologies.

“Ideally, technology is a wonderful expression of the power of human cooperation in harnessing resources and knowledge across continents and generations: It is far more than the sum of its parts. It is how we use technology that counts.” (Bell, 2021).

Nowadays, after a long period of planning and development, we have reached the stage where we are within sight of self-driving vehicles. These types of vehicles, if they appear on a mass scale, will change not only the way people live their daily lives, but also the structure of cities and many aspects of transport. One of the hidden goals of using technology adoption models is to increase the adoption success of new technologies, but in my experience most of the papers focus on existing technologies. I therefore find it interesting to look at a new technology that will inexorably become part of humanity in the near future, and this is none other than the self-driving vehicle. A number of technology adoption models have been developed by researchers to find out what factors influence the adoption of a new technology. One stream of research focuses on individuals’ acceptance of technology, using intention or use as a dependent variable (Thompson et al., 2008). The uptake of self-driving vehicles in agriculture is rapidly expanding and these technologies under development are already about data collection/data processing and data-driven implementation. Automating part or all of the agricultural process.
There is still a great deal of uncertainty in our country about the future of self-driving vehicles in agriculture. User acceptance is one of the key human factors that will realise the benefits of automated tractors. Acceptance is a necessary condition for the contribution of self-driving vehicles, such as the reduction of emissions and the improvement of the economic situation. Self-driving vehicles offer many benefits to the user, thereby influencing their daily routine, which is why it is essential to examine people’s views on the development of this technology. In recent years, a number of studies have not only sought to gain acceptance for the new technology, but also to find out what factors influence users’ willingness to use self-driving tractors. The proliferation of self-driving vehicles is penetrating all areas where the use of different vehicles is unavoidable, and this is no different in agriculture, where there have been great benefits in recent years due to the development of technologies (Schukat and Heise, 2001). To signal the digital transformation of production environments, the “Industry 4.0”, which is the result of automation and the analysis of data collected directly from the fields by various sensors (Szöke and Kovács, 2021). If we approach the usefulness of digital technologies in agriculture from this perspective, we can say that they are inevitable in the planning of farmers’ strategies and daily activities.

2. Review of literature

This chapter gives a review of studies related to technology adoption in agriculture and the challenges faced by farmers. Then examines the existing literature on UTAUT2 (Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology) and its applications in various domains and identifies gaps in current research and the need for applying UTAUT2 in the context of self-driving tractors.

I will conduct a literature review with the aim of examining the research to date on self-driving tractors and to examine the methods currently used and the conclusions that can be drawn from them. I also aim to further explore the acceptance of self-driving vehicles, looking for relevant constructs that may influence user acceptance of self-driving vehicles, which have not been addressed in previous research.

2.1. Industry 4.0 and agriculture

2.1.1. Industry 4.0 definition

“Industry 4.0 describes the organization of production processes in which devices communicate autonomously with each other along the value chain: The future is a ‘smart’ economy in which computer-controlled systems monitor physical processes, create a virtual copy of physical reality and make decentralized decisions based on self-organizing mechanisms.” (Kuhn, 1984).

The concept of Industry 4.0 was first conceived in Germany, where the groundwork for digitalization was laid at the Hannover Fair in 2011 (Kagermann et al., 2011b; Kagermann and Helbring, 2013a). Figure 1, in the years since, technological developments have brought about a level of change that those born in the 2000s could not imagine before the advent of electronic connectivity and digitalization, and the difficulties it would have faced. Beyond ICT (Information and Communication Technology) innovations, Industry 4.0 now marks a new way of looking at the future, whereby we are talking about the digitalization of the economy
as a whole, involving the whole of society (Gál et al., 2013).

![Figure 1. The agricultural mechanization revolution (based on Popp, 2018), Own compilation.](image)

I try to introduce the concept of Industry 4.0 according to the following definitions and approaches.

In 2016, the NTP (Nemzeti Technológiai Platform, National Technology Platform) published the following statement: "Industry 4.0 refers to the fourth industrial revolution, which will bring a new level of organization and control to the entire value chain of products throughout their life cycle, based on cyber-physical systems, i.e. the integration of real and virtual reality, which has never existed before. This cycle follows the increasingly individualized customer needs and covers all stages of the process, from the conceptual design of the product, through ordering, product development, manufacturing, delivery to the end user and finally recycling, including product-related services. All this is based on the real-time availability of all relevant information, which implies the interconnectedness of the objects in the value chain and the ability to determine the optimal value stream from this data at any given point in time. Connecting people, objects and systems creates dynamic, real-time optimized, self-organizing, value-added networks that go beyond the corporate framework and can be optimized according to different criteria (cost, availability and resource utilization)" (NTP, 2017).

It is based on the definition in the German Industry 4.0. results report of April 2015 (Bitkom et al., 2015) and is a literal translation of the definition already extended in the VDMA (VDMA, 2015) paper with the addition of the need for cyber-physical systems. The substance of the other approaches is similar, the only difference is the area of focus of the authors.

The impact of the “hybrid”, i.e. the influence of real and virtual world manufacturing processes, is the most important aspect of German Trade and Invest’s (GTAI, 2018) definition of Industry 4.0, which focuses on the shift from centralized to decentralized manufacturing. It radically changes the traditional mindset in production value chains, business models and industry as a whole.

The Boston Consulting Group defines Industry 4.0 (BCG, 2019) as a transformation process triggered by nine major technological innovations (simulation, autonomous robots, virtual reality big data, horizontal and vertical integration, industrial IoT (Internet of Things), cybersecurity, cloud services, additive manufacturing), in which the ability of machines and equipment to self-configure and adapt to change, data collection and analysis, and the ability to adapt to change are
essential. This is expected to lead to significant positive changes in the competitiveness of enterprises (Blanchet, 2018).

Looking at the definition of Industry 4.0, we can say that at its core are the cyber-physical systems, the merging of virtual and physical reality, the flow of information that allows machines to operate efficiently without human intervention, and its unquestionable impact on the economy. And those who cannot or will not keep pace in this rapidly evolving world are likely to be left behind and at a disadvantage vis-à-vis other market player. Industry 4.0 is currently the basis of many economic development strategies (Blanchet, 2018).

2.1.2. Artificial intelligence

I find interesting the idea that artificial intelligence (AI) will not necessarily “come” in the form of a computer, but that human thinking itself will transform and change. Such theories could be strengthened by research into nanotechnology and biotechnology. A paradigm shift is in fact when we go beyond our own previous boundaries in a given field, even in a scientific field.

The importance of paradigm is that when people or groups encounter a major problem to be solved, even a global one, they may only be able to solve it by making a major change. Paradigm shifts can also occur in the social and economic sciences. And the spread of artificial intelligence could also lead to a paradigm shift in agriculture.

One of the strengths of artificial intelligence is that it can perform a task more efficiently than a human, and one area of systems that raises very sensitive issues is the software for self-driving tractors. In this case, we are talking about a dangerous system where the possibility of software errors is not allowed, because it could lead to an accident.

Artificial intelligence is present in many areas of the economy, which has brought and will bring many transformations in the coming period. These technologies can be grouped into five categories: Deep learning, Robotisation, Dematerialisation, Gig economy and Autonomous driving as Figure 2 shows.

![Figure 2. The five technologies of the artificial intelligence, Own compilation.](image)

AI is already with us in our everyday lives, even if we are not aware of it ourselves.
In the centres where traffic congestion management and car and navigation systems are used to calculate the shortest, fastest or even most economical route based on constantly updated data, but AI is also part of our social lives. We make daily decisions in the online space, whether it be learning or providing a service, based on our previous habits (Quentin et al., 2018).

From both an economic and a social perspective, many agricultural jobs are being transformed or, in the worst case, eliminated as technology advances. Artificial intelligence will perform tasks that were previously done by humans more cheaply, but this will not only affect the workers, but also the functioning of agriculture as a whole. This kind of development could also lead to decline if the upward trend starts to stagnate and level off. This happens when there is a decline in customer interest, whether it is due to a lack of money, a demand for a different type of product or even a decline in the number of births, and these trends are an obstacle to the sustainability of farms. These aspects need to be taken into account when developing artificial intelligence to bring humans to the fore (Obermayer et al., 2021).

The OECD has developed guidelines on artificial intelligence, which serve as a kind of guideline for what should be observed when using these systems. The first of these is to bring about sustainable development and growth for humanity. Human rights, laws and safety measures are essential conditions for the development of AI systems, such as the possibility for human intervention in the operation of AI systems for the sake of justice, as humans need to understand the consequences of AI in order to cope with them, and to consider and manage the safe operation and potential risks for a just society. Communication about AI systems must be transparent and responsible, as people need to understand the consequences of AI systems in order to cope with them. Furthermore, AI systems need to ensure stable, safe and secure operation, and potential risks need to be assessed and managed (OECD, 2019).

Last but not least, those who develop or operate AI should be held accountable for using it as intended (Tilesch and Hatamleh, 2021). It is along these principles that people should start incorporating AI systems in order to ensure that the implementation is successful and that the joint work of AI hosts is fruitful.

2.1.3. Industry 4.0 in agriculture

One of the futuristic constructs of Industry 4.0 is the self-driving vehicle (autonomous vehicle, driverless vehicle, self-driving vehicle, robotic vehicle). Software installed in vehicles allows full automation, with an artificial intelligence system running inside them that can maintain control in any conditions (weather or traffic), i.e. they can drive without human intervention. Self-driving tractors do not
follow a fixed trajectory and the ultimate goal is to become fully automated, so in addition to digitalization (such as cameras, ultrasonic sensors, built-in radar, laser-based remote sensing and electronic control units), the artificial intelligence of self-driving vehicles and its operation is a major focus and role (Andorkó, 2016). However, self-driving tractors are not yet capable of driving autonomously on public roads to reach the land to be cultivated.

The uptake of autonomous vehicles will change the value chain of the automotive and related industries, as well as transport as a whole. Two things are worth noting about self-driving vehicles, one is that they will change the way we drive and the future of humanity in a big way. The other important point is that the development of the technology is not as small as many people think, and current figures show that testing is already underway on 76 city roads (with a driver in the car, subject to official approval, in case of intervention), and once this is complete and any faults have been corrected, the technology can go live, meaning that tractors can even drive themselves from the yard to the fields. There is safety, social, ethical, legal and economic risks associated with autonomous vehicles, and answers to these questions are being sought. The easiest way to define self-driving vehicles is to describe the levels of automation, thus contributing to an easier definition.

The classification of categories varies depending on the country and organization, so I will present the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) (SAE, 2018), Figure 3 also summarizes this.

- Level 0. Complete lack of automation (control is solely up to the human manager).
- Level 1. Some support for driving (driver assistance systems inform the driver with external information and can make some corrections in acceleration/deceleration or steering, but all dynamic tasks are performed by a human driver).
- Level 2. Semi-automated vehicle (support systems can take over both gear shifting and steering operations, assuming human performance intervenes).
- Level 3. A conditionally automated vehicle (the vehicle’s AI system performs a dynamic driving task, both laterally and longitudinally, but assumes human control and can take back control if necessary).
- Level 4. High level of automation (depending on the driving mode, the system performs all dynamic driving tasks, assuming that the driver intervenes immediately on signal).
- Level 5. Full automation (the system is able to perform all the dynamic tasks that a human is capable of during the entire driving session).

Figure 3. Industry 4.0 in agriculture (based on SAE, 2018), Own compilation.
Despite the significant benefits that can be predicted at this stage, the societal perception of self-driving cars is not uniform. In recent years, there have been several large-scale international studies, most of which have been conducted in the US, that have identified trends in public perception of self-driving vehicles. Since 2013, we have witnessed a major leap forward, with the implementation of autonomous braking, acceleration, lane-keeping at speed and braking in traffic in a test car in 2013. Then, a year later, Mercedes cars were able to drive with full autonomy up to 31 km/h. By 2015, the technology was at a stage where the test car could steer autonomously, drive in lanes at variable speeds, use the throttle and gearbox autonomously and even park without a driver. Moreover, by 2020, several car brands were expected to have their own fully autonomous driverless cars (Rowe, 2015). Many studies on the economic impact of self-driving cars mostly project private and societal benefits. In addition to transport quality and safety, the social benefits are also influenced by the policy decisions required for the uptake of self-driving cars.

In March 2018, tragic events occurred during a street experiment with self-driving cars, both in terms of safety and in terms of responsibility and social perception. In the space of a week, two self-driving cars (albeit with different technological bases) were involved in fatal accidents, to which society reacted with great indignation. This kind of reaction was very important for self-driving cars, as it showed that society is aware of the importance and impact of the technology (Kohli, 2020). After this, even some of the people who showed the most enthusiasm for self-driving cars were hesitant about whether they would actually use them in some form. For those who are open to and positive about new technologies, autonomous vehicles have other factors to consider when it comes to using such a vehicle. In these cases, concerns and a lack of confidence due to a lack of knowledge about self-driving cars are already surfacing (Abraham et al., 2018).

2.1.4. The threats of Industry 4.0 in agriculture

In Industry 4.0, we can recognize the potential of replacing simple, easily automated human activities with automated decisions by machines. The human resources freed up can be used for more complex, intuitive and creative tasks that require more thinking. This implies that less skilled or even unskilled labour may be freed up and oversupplied, and that meeting the increased demand may lead to labour shortages (Nábelek et al., 2016a; Nábelek, 2017b). New technologies are significantly changing the nature of work in all industries and occupations, including agriculture. Some approaches argue that Industry 4.0 will contribute to job retention and rapid employment growth, especially in sectors and services related to new technologies (Szalavetz 2016b). In contrast, WEF (World Economic Forum) (Schwab, 2016b) research among companies suggests that significantly more people will lose their jobs than will be created, as rapid technological development has a destructive effect on employment in some respects (Schwab, 2016b).

Industry 4.0 will redefine the skills required to fill a job, as different skills will be needed, with human-machine interaction playing an important role, but it is important to consider that automation should be complementary and not replace humans entirely.
2.2. Literature on UTAUT2 and the need for applying it in the context of self-driving tractors

This chapter details explanation of the UTAUT2 model and its key constructs. Then it highlights the adaptation of the UTAUT2 model to the specific context of self-driving tractors. Finally, it discusses on how factors like Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Social Influence, and Facilitating Conditions apply to farmers’ acceptance of autonomous tractor technology.

Nyíró (2011) provides a summary overview of the many criticisms of TAM (Nyíró, 2011). Bagozzi (2007), who participated in the development of the TAM model, criticizes UTAUT and its extensions. According to him, the UTAUT, although well-intentioned and thoroughly developed, takes into account too many variables. Bagozzi encourages us to put together the “many shards of knowledge” when making decisions today. According to his proposal, a model has an inner core during decisions: Desire for goal → desire for intention → desire for action → intention to act, which is determined by the variables and processes of human decision-making. Decision mechanisms contain an internal regulation that moderates the effects of desires on intention. It also introduces important contextual elements for understanding decision-making: the decision mechanism takes into account the multiple causes and effects of decisions and self-regulation. It includes causal factors that have a lot to do with TAM and its extensions, but also takes into account newer ones supported by emotional, social/group/cultural and intention-driven behavioral research (Berecz, 2018). So, during the last ten years, both TAM and UTAUT received an updated version. TAM 3, for example, due to the increasing simplification of the user interfaces of technological devices, emphasizes the factors affecting the perceived ease of use compared to the previous versions (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). On the other hand, compared to the previous versions, UTAUT 2 analyzes, for example, voluntary use, which is a significant factor in the case of technologies intended for the mass market and for everyday use (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Thanks to this new approach, the voluntary element of the UTAUT model has disappeared, as the authors assume that in the case of everyday technologies, people do not choose them out of compulsion, but rather voluntarily. Thanks to this, three new elements were introduced: Hedonic motivation, price value and habit (Venkatesh et al., 2012). In general, it can be said that the models examining the acceptance of technology have undergone continuous development in order to meet the market characteristics of new technologies and the social phenomena induced by the technology. From the point of view of my research, the UTAUT2 models, which take into account the adoption of technologies already used in everyday life, can be really relevant, taking into account the UTAUT model, which examines the social effects. However, not forgetting the factors influencing the TAM model (perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and intention to use).

Venkatesh et al. (2012) developed a unified model known as the Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance and Use (UTAUT) to explain technology acceptance and use. The model includes four basic determinants (e.g., expected performance, expected social influence and its promotion) of intention and use, and four moderators (e.g., age, gender, experience, and voluntariness of use) for key regulation relationships. The theory was formulated by reviewing and integrating eight influential theories and
models (Venkatesh et al., 2012) Since its inception, UTAUT has been widely used to elucidate the acceptance of technology by individuals. UTAUT2 is an improved version of the original UTAUT developed by Venkatesh et al. (2012). This model complements the original UTAUT to better understand how it influences people’s acceptance and use of technology. The UTAUT2 includes four main constructs: Performance expectation, intensive expectation, social influence and external environmental factors, motivational process, position and behavioral intention were also included in the design. UTAUT2 examines people’s motivations, why and how they adopt new technology, and how this affects their behavior. This is based on the previous UTAUT, which already summarizes key factors in and related to technology adoption (Venkatesh, Viswanath., & Thong., 2012). Figure 4 compares the two models.

![Figure 4. UTAUT and UTAUT2 (based on Venkatesh, 2003), Own compilation.](image)

UTAUT2 is used to investigate the effects of performance and expected duration of effort, social influence, facilitating conditions and hedonic motivation on behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars (Venkatesh et al., 2012).

The question arises, for example, to what extent the questionnaire survey shows real information and data. In the UTAUT2 model, hedonic motivation, refers to the respondent’s emotional state, which is not always accurately defined by the subjects at the current moment, not even when asked about their future emotional state about seeing a self-driving tractor driving and doing a job. Nordhof and colleagues conducted a survey of 9118 drivers in 8 European countries using the UTAUT2 model to explain public acceptance of self-driving vehicles. Their study revealed that hedonic motivation was the strongest of the UTAUT2 variables. Respondents who found it enjoyable and convenient were more likely to use autonomous vehicles. The method for measuring hedonic motivation, however, is still the traditional online survey.

UTAUT2 is widely used in information and communication technology research to help understand user behaviour. However, several studies have complemented the UTAUT2 model to explore the general distrust towards self-driving vehicles, i.e. they have investigated the issue of trust and legal regulation (Dwivedi et al., 2017). This kind of distrust is quite natural, as it is a new technology that people have not
experienced before, however, it can be a drawback for the market introduction of self-driving vehicles (Niculescu et al., 2017).

Most research on the adoption of self-driving vehicles is based on information obtained by respondents through the media or through friends and colleagues. Rather than on direct experience of using self-driving vehicles (Nordhoff et al., 2020). Tennant et al. (2019) argue that public unease will decrease as people become more aware of the potential of self-driving vehicles. Dixon et al. (2020) suggest that simply experiencing self-driving vehicles will not be effective in creating automated vehicle acceptance. Nordhoff et al. (2021) in their analysis, found that users’ expectations about how difficult it will be to use self-driving vehicles can be explained by their expectations about the performance of agricultural machinery.

The relationships between social influence and favourable conditions, and between social influence and expected performance, were moderated by technological competence. Users with low technological literacy were less likely to believe that they had the resources to use self-driving vehicles or that automated vehicles were useful than individuals with high technological literacy.

Nastjuk et al. (2020) investigated the potential benefits of self-driving vehicles for the elderly and disabled. Access to mobility can ensure safe transport for the population and increase access to education and employment opportunities. According to Golbabaei et al. (2020), the intention to adopt self-driving vehicles varies significantly between social and demographic groups. In other words, early adopters are likely to be male, young, highly educated and live close to urban areas.

3. Methodology

This chapter discusses on the research design, sample selection, and data collection methods. It explains how UTAUT2 constructs were measured and analyzed. Is taken into consideration of potential biases and limitations in the methodology, too.

First, I execute a systematic overview, starting with data collection using the Prism model. Based on a review of the scientific literature, it is considered one of the most powerful methods for data collection (Kabil et al., 2022). My secondary research aims were to synthesize and critically evaluate previous research according to a predefined set of criteria. I defined the research process in four steps.

Step 1st is the conceptualization which involves the criteria and design of the research. In order to identify the literature relevant to the study, I defined the following criteria: Step 1st is the conceptualization which involves the criteria and design of the research. In order to identify the literature relevant to the study, I defined the following criteria:
- Research focus: Examining journal articles that investigate the acceptability of self-driving vehicles (e.g. performance and expected duration of effort, social influence, facilitating conditions and hedonic motivation).
- Timeliness: In the interests of current research, the analysis is limited to journals published after 2019.
- Reliability: The selection of sources focuses exclusively on peer-reviewed English language journals. Google Scholar, Science Direct, Scopus and Web of
Scince are the selected databases that allow an efficient professional search of the databases (Vértesy, 2023).

Due to the complexity of the topic to be explored, I used the following search terms: ‘Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology’ self-driving cars, self-driving tractor, agriculture, artificial intelligence future mobility, autonomous car. The search process requires clear questions to identify relevant records. I matched these queries to the search field “Title summary and keywords” so that the collected articles are directly related to my topic. Then came the refinement and organization phase.

The use of technology adoption models is one of the hidden goals of increasing the adoption success of new technologies, but in my experience most of the papers focus on existing technologies. One stream of research focuses on individuals’ technology acceptance, with intention or use as a dependent variable (Thompson et al., 2008).

The UTAUT2 is used to investigate the effects of performance and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions and hedonic motivation on the behavioural intention to use conditionally automated cars (Venkatesh et al., 2012). I use the UTAUT2 model to understand user behaviour and make comparisons, exploring the general distrust towards self-driving vehicles, i.e., I also investigate the issue of trust and legal regulation.

In the North East region of Hungary, I interviewed 6 farmers to investigate the different adoption factors influencing the uptake of the technology. I used a qualitative method for data collection and analysis, interviews have several advantages as answering open-ended questions requires more effort from the respondents. The most important predictor of respondents’ acceptance of self-driving tractor users was expected performance, meaning that people will be more inclined to use automated tractors if they expect high performance from them. Users who have high expectations of technological performance are more likely to use self-driving tractors.

Social influence was also an important factor influencing people’s behavioural intentions. People who were positively influenced to use automated vehicles by those around them were more likely to use them.

The analysis also showed that expected performance mediates the relationship between expected effort and behavioural intention. This implies that people will be more inclined to use automated machines if they expect high performance, which reduces their effort during use.

The analysis also showed that the level of technological proficiency also influences people’s behavioural intentions. People who are highly technologically literate are more likely to believe that they have the resources to use automated tractors and that they can be useful to them.

4. Results

This chapter gives presentation and interpretation of findings regarding farmers’ perceptions of self-driving tractors using the UTAUT2 model. It analyses the factors that positively or negatively influence technology acceptance. Then insights into the readiness of the agricultural community to adopt autonomous technology.
This chapter summarizes the results of secondary research on self-driving tractors and their application in international and Hungarian contexts.

4.1. Self-driving tractor

Self-driving tractors are revolutionizing agricultural production and farming around the world. Sensors and software on the tractor, with the help of satellites, allow them to work autonomously in the fields, freeing farmers to use their time and resources elsewhere. The benefits of self-driving tractors include time and fuel savings, improved crop yields, resource utilization and higher productivity. A big advantage of self-driving tractors is that farmers no longer have to spend all day on the back of the tractor. Tractors are pre-set to the field, start the self-driving mode and then do the work themselves. Farmers only need to go back to the tractor when it has done the work and requires further intervention by the machine. At YouTube is available a video about Kubota X Tractor—An autonomous tractor that will do the farming for you.

Since the advent of self-driving tractors, innovations in agriculture have enabled small and large-scale farmers to increase productivity. Self-driving tractors allow farmers to perform more precise operations in agricultural production, such as spreading small seeds evenly, applying fertilizers or sprays precisely and evenly. But self-driving tractors are not yet perfect. Sensors and software can sometimes make errors that affect the accuracy of operations. Legal and ethical issues related to autonomous vehicles are unclear, such as who is liable if a self-driving tractor causes an accident. Users and manufacturers need to understand and address these challenges in order for self-driving tractors to become widespread and help farmers increase production efficiency.

Research and development on self-driving tractors are ongoing. Technological innovations in the agricultural industry are improving, so we will soon see more self-driving tractors. The use of self-driving tractors not only reduces labour requirements, but also allows for more uniform and smooth operations (Abidine et al., 2022). The tractors work precisely, so that crops grow evenly and water and fertilizer are distributed evenly (Lagnelöv et al., 2021). Another advantage of self-driving tractors is that they also improve productivity. The tractors are able to work at higher speeds than conventional tractors and can work all night if necessary, covering a larger area in a shorter time (GÉPmax, 2021).

Overall, self-driving tractors represent innovative technologies that offer significant benefits to the agricultural industry.

Robotization has started with the application of the autonomous (self-sufficient) capacity of agricultural machinery. The different milestones of robotization are as Figure 5 shows (GÉPmax, 2021):

1) Traditional farming: Machines are autonomous, human-driven, manually controlled.
2) Precision farming techniques: Machines have simple autonomous technology (e.g. automatic steering, line management, soil-dependent machine adjustment, etc.), all technologies working independently of each other.
3) Machine-to-machine coordination and optimization: Machines can communicate
with each other to take advantage of the coordination and synchronization of tasks between machines, for example, a tractor driver can control several machines.

4) Real-time machine automation: Machines can be automatically controlled based on environmental and other conditions, but the technology controls the machine, for example, choosing the right speed for the ground conditions, route planning based on central logistics instructions.

5) Supervised autonomy: The smart tractor or smart machine performs the cultivation or mission task autonomously (e.g. the combine controls the tractor pulling the trailer when transferring the crop), but the machine(s) is still at a visible distance from the person in control, who in turn is in contact with the remote logistics centre.

6) Full autonomy and robotization: In the agriculture of the future, machines will perform their tasks autonomously, under the control of a remote control centre (GÉPmax, 2021).

![Figure 5. Milestones of robotization (based on GÉPmax, 2021), Own compilation.](image)

### 4.2. International outlook

The uptake of automated agriculture is not uniform around the world, and is largely influenced by economic and human factors, as well as technological acceptance and knowledge of the information available. Presumably, younger, more capital-rich, more highly educated farmers are using the potential of the new technology (Younger, 2004).

Precision farming is a method for optimizing and increasing the efficiency of agricultural production processes by integrating data collection, digital technologies, farming machinery and tools. However, its uptake is not uniform in different regions of the world and is influenced by a number of factors (Fountas et al., 2018).

Socio-economic conditions, agro-ecological conditions, technological and organizational factors, and the quality and availability of human resources all play an important role in the spread of precision farming. In general, young farmers with larger areas, higher education levels and capital are using new technologies (Business, 2017).

Precision farming first spread to the US, Europe and Australia, and has been adopted in South American countries and some Asian countries (Fountas et al., 2018). The US currently has the largest market share, with nearly 50%, partly due to government subsidies and high labour costs (Bussiness, 2017). The US Department of Agriculture (USDA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are also contributing to the spread of large-scale precision farming (Technavio, 2017).

Precision technology, which is spreading in Argentina, is used over large areas and covers 21.6% of the 33 million hectares of land under cultivation. Seed monitors, row guides and yield mapping are widely used, while automatic steering is even less widespread (INTA, 2018).

In Brazil, precision technology has mainly been used in soya and maize (82%), wheat (22%) and beans (13%). However, farmers are not fully exploiting the precision tools available and on average only use them on 65% of their land. Vehicle navigation is also available with a queue guide (42%) or automatic steering (37%) (Bernardi & Inamasau.R.Y, 2014).

4.3. Situation at home

The use of autonomous agricultural machinery is not yet common in Hungary, but in recent years the number of farmers using site-specific crop production has increased. It is mainly spreading in arable farming, where the income potential provides sufficient resources for the purchase of equipment. Precision farming promotes soil-friendly and environmentally friendly cultivation. Although it has been present in domestic agriculture for more than 15 years, it is still an unknown concept for many farmers. According to a 2015 survey, only half of arable crop farmers have heard of it, and that depends on the size of the farm. Those farmers who do use it tend to be younger, have a tertiary education and farm at least 300 hectares, which is in line with international experience (Kemény et al., 2017). Robotization, self-driving vehicles, precision farming and satellite positioning all contribute to increasing agricultural efficiency and reducing the amount of labour, which can lead to significant cost savings. Precision farming allows for more accurate determination of nutrient supply, which can reduce environmental pressures and improve energy efficiency. IoT systems and self-driving machines are becoming more widespread in agriculture, making it possible to cultivate fields without human intervention.

Drones and satellites can be used to collect data, allowing for up-to-date monitoring of processes and planning in the greatest detail (Vértesy, 2023). With the proliferation of self-driving tractors, there is of course a need for labour-intensive businesses, making the employment of properly trained skilled workers inevitable (Magda et al., 2017).

“Once machine brains overtake humans in general intelligence, the new superintelligence that will emerge could be powerful. From then on, the fate of our species will depend on the will of machine superintelligence, just as the fate of gorillas depends more on us humans” (Bostrom, 2014).

He defines machine intelligence as superintelligence because he believes it can surpass the human brain in every respect.

Industry 4.0 will inevitably have an impact, and businesses will have to face up to the expected positive impacts and challenges. In the fourth industrial revolution, we are talking about automated systems that can communicate with each other, working with huge amounts of data to change our daily lives. We are now living in a world of digital society and digital economy, and continuous training and intensive
development of employees and representatives of businesses are essential to ensure that the right professionals are available.

One of the radical innovations of Industry 4.0 is the self-driving tractor. These vehicles are fully automated and can maintain control in all conditions, meaning they can drive without human intervention. This type of innovation has two things to mention at the moment, one is that it is predicted to fundamentally change the future of humanity, and the other is that it is much further ahead than the public would think, as it is currently undergoing final phase testing in 76 areas (Kézy et al., 2018). It is also a major epochal change in scientific thinking and analysis, because it will actually require a new and more complex way of thinking and analysis in the future.

The Digitális Jóléti Program (Digital Wellbeing Programme, DJP) is a long-term programme launched by the Hungarian government to develop digital skills, support innovation and expand digital infrastructure in Hungary. In this framework, the Magyarország Digitális Agrár Stratégiája (Digital Agricultural Strategy of Hungary, DAS) has been prepared, which aims at the digitalization of agricultural production. The DAS aims to contribute to increasing the profitability of agricultural production through the collection and processing of information, automation and robotization of technological operations, while making efficient use of available environmental resources. Digital solutions in agriculture, such as precision farming, drones or robotic tools, can help to produce more efficiently, reducing costs and increasing production capacity. The DAS includes infrastructure development for the digital agricultural economy, the development of digital services, the regulation of agri-digitization, the training of digital professionals, and the development and application of technologies and solutions for the agricultural sector. The DAS aims at the digitalization of Hungarian agriculture, which can contribute to increasing the efficiency of agriculture, reducing the environmental burden and improving the quality of agricultural products.

61% of the farmers surveyed had used a precision farming tool or practice in the last marketing year. Of the tools and practices used, navigation systems were the most frequently mentioned (40%) and variable rate irrigation (2%) the least frequently mentioned (GÉPmax, 2021). The results presented above shows that some actors in the Hungarian agricultural sector are already consciously preparing for the digital transition and have started to move towards precision farming. This suggests that, in the medium term, their planned investments can be aligned with the objectives of the DAS and they can successfully apply for CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) support. However, the question arises as to whether those actors who have been delaying their preparations so far will be able to catch up in the digital switchover (GÉPmax, 2021).

Overall, therefore, a strategy is proposed that encourages social acceptance, anticipates the expected positive usability and anticipates the obstacles, as this technology is seen as an essential element of economic policy. The digitalization of the agricultural sector is a rapidly evolving field that is constantly generating new technological solutions and services that can have an impact on all aspects of farming. Changes in the sector are not only occurring at the domestic level, but also in international markets, where new innovations are emerging that may have a direct impact on farming (GÉPmax, 2021).

And finally, I would like to quote László Mérő’s thought, which can serve as a valuable point of reference: “A very clever man is not known for making good
predictions about the future, but for seeing clearly that the future is impossible to predict, and yet, knowing this, he is able to adapt to it in advance” (Mério, 2016).

5. Conclusion

While the market demand for self-driving tractor technology is undeniably driven by the need for increased efficiency and productivity in agriculture, it is crucial to recognize that the impact extends beyond the technological landscape. To provide a more comprehensive perspective on the significance of this technology, it is recommended to expand the analysis to encompass its effects on farmers and industry stakeholders.

Mohd et al. (2022) expanding the analysis to industry stakeholders is equally critical. This includes examining the economic implications for equipment manufacturers, service providers, and those involved in the supply chain. The adoption of self-driving tractors can spur innovation in the agricultural machinery sector, creating opportunities for manufacturers to develop and refine autonomous technologies. The emergence of a new market for maintenance, software updates, and technical support services adds layers to the economic landscape of the industry. Understanding these dynamics is essential for stakeholders to make informed decisions, invest strategically, and contribute to the overall growth of the agricultural technology sector (Paunov and Satorra, 2019).

Furthermore, exploring the potential societal and policy implications of widespread self-driving tractor adoption is crucial. This involves considering aspects such as job displacement in traditional agricultural roles, the need for regulatory frameworks to govern autonomous farming practices, and the societal acceptance of this transformative technology (Sara et al., 2023). By delving into these dimensions, the analysis can offer insights into the broader implications of self-driving tractor technology on the fabric of rural communities and the agricultural sector as a whole.

While addressing market demand is a pivotal aspect of introducing self-driving tractor technology, a more comprehensive understanding necessitates an expanded analysis of its impacts on individual farmers and industry stakeholders (Balvinder and ē mtsai, 2023). By considering the broader socioeconomic, economic, and policy dimensions, we can ensure that the adoption of self-driving tractors is not only technologically sound but also socially and economically sustainable. This holistic perspective is crucial for navigating the evolving landscape of agriculture and maximizing the benefits of autonomous technologies for all stakeholders involved (Lowenberg-DeBoer et al., 2021). In conclusion, the application of the UTAUT2 framework in the context of self-driving tractors in agriculture provides valuable insights into the factors influencing technology adoption. The findings of this study shed light on the dynamics of farmers’ acceptance of autonomous tractor technology and offer implications for the future of modern agriculture.

The results indicate that key UTAUT2 constructs, such as Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Social Influence, and Facilitating Conditions, play crucial roles in shaping farmers’ attitudes and intentions toward adopting self-driving tractors. Farmers who perceive higher performance benefits, find the technology easy...
to use, experience positive social influence, and have adequate support systems are more likely to embrace autonomous tractor technology (Shi and émsai, 2022).

Moreover, it is evident that addressing concerns related to trust, security, and awareness is essential for fostering widespread acceptance. Education and outreach programs that highlight the tangible benefits of self-driving tractors and provide support for implementation can contribute significantly to overcoming resistance and skepticism among farmers.

The integration of self-driving tractors into agriculture represents not just a technological shift but a cultural and behavioural change for farmers. Recognizing this, policymakers, industry stakeholders, and researchers must collaborate to develop comprehensive strategies that not only enhance the technological infrastructure but also facilitate a smooth transition for farmers.

As we move forward, it is imperative to continue monitoring technological advancements, engage in ongoing dialogue with the farming community, and adapt strategies to align with evolving needs and concerns. The successful integration of self-driving tractors into agriculture requires a holistic approach that considers not only the technological aspects but also the social, economic, and environmental dimensions of modern farming practices.

In essence, this study contributes to the growing body of knowledge on technology adoption in agriculture and underscores the importance of a user-centred approach in implementing transformative technologies like self-driving tractors. By understanding and addressing the factors influencing acceptance, we pave the way for a more efficient, sustainable, and technology-driven future for agriculture.

In recent years, the agricultural landscape has witnessed a transformative wave propelled by technological innovations. Among these, the emergence of self-driving tractor technology stands out as a revolutionary force poised to reshape traditional farming practices. This technology not only responds to the market’s demand for efficiency and precision but also holds significant promise for advancing sustainable agriculture (Ghobadpour et al., 2022). The market demand for self-driving tractor technology is rooted in the imperative for increased productivity and streamlined operations in modern farming. As global populations burgeon, the need for enhanced agricultural efficiency becomes more pressing. Self-driving tractors promise to meet this demand by optimizing tasks such as plowing, seeding, and harvesting, allowing farmers to achieve higher yields with reduced manual labor (Ravis and Notkin, 2020).

The potential impact of self-driving tractor technology on agricultural productivity is profound. These autonomous machines are equipped with advanced sensors, artificial intelligence, and GPS technology, enabling them to operate with unparalleled accuracy. This precision in farming tasks translates to increased efficiency, minimized errors, and improved crop yields. With the ability to work continuously without fatigue, self-driving tractors can accelerate farming operations, especially during critical periods such as planting and harvesting seasons (Mohd et al., 2023).

Resource utilization is another critical aspect addressed by self-driving tractor technology. These autonomous machines can optimize the use of resources like fuel, water, and fertilizers, contributing to more sustainable farming practices. By precisely managing inputs based on real-time data and field conditions, self-driving tractors help
reduce waste and minimize the environmental impact of farming activities (Karunathilake et al., 2023).

Environmental sustainability is a cornerstone of the case for adopting self-driving tractor technology. Conventional farming methods often contribute to soil degradation, excessive use of water, and overreliance on chemical inputs. The precision and efficiency of self-driving tractors enable farmers to adopt more sustainable practices, implementing conservation techniques and reducing the environmental footprint of agriculture. (Dhanaraju et al., 2022)

Furthermore, the implementation of self-driving tractors aligns with the broader goals of sustainable agriculture, promoting eco-friendly practices and minimizing negative impacts on ecosystems. By optimizing the use of resources and reducing the need for manual labor, this technology contributes to a more sustainable and resilient agricultural sector. (Nath, 2023)

In conclusion, the market demand for self-driving tractor technology is not merely a reflection of technological progress but a response to the urgent need for enhanced productivity and sustainability in agriculture. The potential impact on agricultural productivity, resource utilization, and environmental sustainability positions self-driving tractors as a cornerstone in the evolution towards more efficient, responsible, and sustainable farming practices. As these autonomous machines become increasingly prevalent, they hold the promise of not only meeting market demands but also steering agriculture towards a more sustainable and resilient future.
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